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The Atlantic Menhaden Management Board of the 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
convened in the Jefferson Ballroom of the Westin 
Crystal City Hotel, Arlington, Virginia, via hybrid 
meeting, in-person and webinar; Wednesday, 
February 1, 2023, and was called to order at 11:30 
a.m. by Chair Mel Bell.

CALL TO ORDER 

CHAIR MEL BELL:  We’re going to go ahead and get 
started here.  Once again, menhaden seems to be 
standing between me and a meal.  We don’t have a 
lot on the agenda, so hopefully this will go fairly 
quickly.  But we do have some business we need to 
conduct.  First item, and this is the Menhaden 
Board, welcome.  I’m Mel Bell, the Chair. 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

CHAIR BELL: First item is approval of the agenda. 
Any desired modifications to the agenda?  I don’t 
see any hands, so the agenda will stand approved 
by consensus.   

APPROVAL OF PROCEEDINGS 

CHAIR BELL: Next would be approval of the 
proceedings from the November 9, 2022 meeting. 
Any edits necessary to the minutes from the last 
meeting?  I don’t see any hands; then the 
proceedings will stand approved by consensus. 

That takes us to Public Comment.  This will be public 
comment for items not on the agenda.  Are there 
any individuals in the room here that would like to 
make public comment?  I don’t see any hands, don’t 
see anybody running up this way.  All right, then 
we’ll move to the web-based comments.  Okay, we 
have Phil Zalesak online.  Phil, if you would like to 
take three minutes to make a comment, we would 
receive those now.  Are you with us Phil? 

MS. TONI KERNS:  Phil, we can’t hear you on our 
end.  You are unmuted, so it seems like it might be 
your microphone.  We still don’t hear you, Phil.  

CHAIR BELL:  In the interest of time, Phil, I know we 
have your written comments, so in the interest of 

time here we’re going to go ahead and move along. 
But, I would point out we do have written 
comments that have been submitted by Phil.   

CONSIDER STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLANS FOR 
 ADDENDUM I TO AMENDMENT 3 TO THE FMP. 

CHAIR BELL: Then, that takes us to the first item 
that we need to discuss, as far as where we need 
some Board action.  James will brief us on that, and 
this would be considered a State Implementation 
Plans for Addendum I to Amendment 3.  Go ahead, 
James. 

MR. JAMES BOYLE:  I have a very quick summary of 
the Plan Review Team’s comments on the State 
Implementation Plans.  As a quick recap. 
Addendum I was approved at the annual meeting in 
November last year.  The Board set a deadline for 
Implementation Plans to be submitted by January 1, 
when quota allocations also took effect, and then 
with full implementation of the management 
measures in the Addendum by May 1 of this year.   

PLAN REVIEW TEAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

MR. BOYLE: The PRT met to review the plans and 
developed just a few recommendations.  Overall, 
the PRT Is recommending the approval of all state 
implementation plans, after finding that they are 
consistent with the FMP For the May 1st deadline.  
There were a couple of further recommendations 
the PRT just wanted to make a quick note of. 

In Maryland and Delaware regulatory language did 
not include a list of permitted gear, just because the 
gear types are already used within the state, 
already conform to the incidental catch and small-
scales fisheries provision.  The PRT was 
recommending adding language either through the 
regulatory or public notice process, if that’s 
possible, that lists the permitted gears or defers to 
the FMP to preclude the remote possibility of new 
gears being introduced.   

Additionally, the plans for Pennsylvania, South 
Carolina and Georgia are sufficient, while they don’t 
have a directed fishery.  But should one develop, 
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the PRT would recommend they develop new plans 
similarly to the agreement when Amendment 3 is 
implemented.  That is all I have, are there any 
questions? 

CHAIR BELL:  Are there any questions?  Yes, John 
Clark. 

MR. JOHN CLARK:  Not a question, I just wanted to 
emphasize again that our gear is listed under state 
law, that is why they are not in the regulations.  We 
do have a list of permitted gear under our state’s 
code, so I could supply that to the PRT.   

CHAIR BELL:  All right, thanks, John.  Yes, Nichola. 

MS. NICHOLA MESERVE:  I do have one question 
about Virginia’s proposed regulations, where they 
are adopting the 75.21 percent allocation.  It didn’t 
appear to me that that took into consideration the 
1 percent that’s coming off the top for episodic 
event set-aside, nor would it allow you to receive 
redistributed quota or quota transfers.  But perhaps 
that is elsewhere in your language. 

MR. PAT GEER:  We’ve always put our allocation 
percentage into our regulation.  Shanna wrote it, so 
I would probably ask her to respond to that one. 

MS. SHANNA MADSEN:  Sorry, tag team in.  Yes, the 
rest of that is actually in our regulations.  That 
section that specifically pertains to allocations, 
further down also has an option that talks about the 
1 percent set-aside for the EESA.  Then, what 
happens when/if that 1 percent is reallocated to the 
states.  All that is already outlined, and I’m happy to 
provide that language if you want to see it. 

MS. MESERVE:  No, just thanks for the clarification. 

CHAIR BELL:  All right, great, any other questions or 
discussion at this point?  Yes, Lynn. 

MS. LYNN FEGLEY:  Mr. Chair, if you’re ready, I 
would make a motion. 

CHAIR BELL:  Yes, Ma’am, that would be great. 

MS. FEGLEY:  I would move to approve the state 
implementation plans for Atlantic menhaden, if 
there is one written throw some addendum 
number in there somewhere. 

CHAIR BELL:  Okay yes, Marty. 

MR. MARTIN GARY:  Just second. 

CHAIR BELL:  Okay, got you.  Did we have that?  Are 
we going to put it up there?  Hang on one sec. 
Good, moving along.  There it is before you.  Let me 
read it, the motion is to move to approve the state 
implementation plans for Addendum I to 
Amendment 3.  The motion was by Ms. Fegley, 
seconded by Marty Gary.   

Yes, Ray, okay.  Any discussion of the motion?  Any 
opposition to the motion?  Seeing none; then the 
motion carries.  Thank you.  It carries without 
opposition.  Sorry, just clarification, thank you.  
We’re moving pretty quick.  Queue up, next we 
have another presentation by James. 

CONSIDER APPROVAL OF MENHADEN TECHNICAL 
ADDENDUM TO ADDENDUM I TO AMENDMENT 3 

MR. BOYLE:  I’ll get started and jump right in.  As I 
mentioned in the last presentation, at the annual 
meeting last November, the Board approved 
Addendum I for Amendment 3, which changed the 
commercial allocations, including updating the 
timeframe used to allocate the remaining TAC after 
the fixed minimums from 2009 to 2011 to 2018, ’19, 
and 2021. 

However, Addendum I inadvertently did not include 
text to amend the time period used to redistribute 
relinquished quota.  Therefore, staff has drafted a 
Technical Addendum to correct the error, which 
was supplied in supplemental materials.  
Specifically, Amendment 3, Section 4.3.2 includes 
the following quote. 

“Any quota that is relinquished by a state will be 
redistributed to the other jurisdictions, i.e., those 
which are not relinquished quota, based on landings 
from 2009 to 2011.”  Although based on the motion 
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that was approved to establish the redistribution of 
relinquished quota at the November 2017 Board 
meeting, which contained “Any quota that is 
relinquished by a state is redistributed to the other 
jurisdictions based on historic landings from the 
time period selected by the Board in this 
Amendment.” 

It was the Board’s intention for relinquished quota 
to be redistributed according to the same 
timeframe as the quota allocation.  Therefore, if 
approved the draft Technical Addendum will 
replace the third paragraph in Section 3.1.2 in 
Addendum I, with the paragraph on the slide.  The 
only change to that paragraph is the last sentence, 
where it states that “Any quota that is relinquished 
by a state will be redistributed to the other 
jurisdictions, i.e., those which have not relinquished 
quota, based on landings from 2018, 2019 and 
2021.” 

If approved, the Board will need to determine an 
implementation timeframe, and whether or not to 
implement for the 2023 or 2024 fishing year.  If 
some states have already finalized their 2023 quota, 
and do not have the ability to change it, it may not 
be possible to implement for this year.  For 2023, 
Delaware has relinquished 1 million pounds.  This 
table on the slide show the comparison of how 
2023 quota allocations would change from the 
current redistribution to the new redistribution, if 
the Board approved the Technical Addendum and 
implemented it for this year, 2023.  With that the 
Board action to consider today are the approval of 
the Technical Addendum and the timeline for 
implementation.  I’m happy to take any questions.   

CHAIR BELL:  All right, so this is a Technical 
Addendum to deal with, basically an accounting 
issue that we need to deal with.  Questions.  You 
have the, not that long, Addendum I.  It’s a 
Technical Addendum I to Addendum I to the 
Amendment 3 of the Plan.  It’s in your supplemental 
materials.  Questions, discussions.  Yes, Kris. 

MR. KRIS KUHN:  I don’t have a question, 
necessarily.  But to move things along I would be 
willing to make a motion. 

CHAIR BELL:  Okay, that would be fine.  

MR. KUHN:  I move to approve the Technical 
Addendum I to Addendum I and have the 
measures become effective for the 2023 fishing 
year.   

CHAIR BELL:  All right, second by Nichola Meserve.  
Discussion.  Again, specifically for 2023 right here. 
Okay, so any further discussion, any questions? 
Everybody understand how this is going to work?  
You all must be hungry.  Okay yes, Toni. 

MS. KERNS:  Just a quick clarification.  All states 
would be able to accept this change in the quota for 
this year.  That is really the question we are asking. 

CHAIR BELL:  Yes, will this work for all of you all.  I 
don’t see any problems with that.  Okay, so I’ll just 
read it to the record.  Move to approve Technical 
Addendum I to Addendum I and have the measures 
become effective for the 2023 fishing year.  Motion 
by Mr. Kuhn, second by Ms. Meserve.   

We’ve had discussion.  Any further discussion? 
Any objection to the motion?  I see no hands so 
the motion is approved by consensus with no 
objection.  Thank you.  You all must be hungry. 
Those were the two items.  Did you want to 
mention?  Go ahead.  James has got a reminder 
here. 

MR. BOYLE:  Yes, just one quick note.  As a reminder 
to the Board, I sent out recently a memo for 
nominations to the Stock Assessment 
Subcommittee for the 2025 Menhaden Benchmark 
Assessment.  Those nominations are due by 
February 10, and then we’ll get those approvals 
sorted after that.  Thank you. 

CHAIR BELL:  We’ve got a few minutes, did great. 
We had a little technical difficulty, perhaps, in the 
public comment.  But now I think we actually have 
an individual on that will hopefully work.  We can 
now have three minutes of public comment.  That’s 
Tom Lilly.  I don’t know if Phil is still with us or not, 
but if Tom is onboard and would like to comment, 
three minutes would be okay. 
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MS. KERNS:  Tom, you just need to unmute yourself.  
Tom Lilly, you are still self-muted, so you just need 
to press that microphone button to unmute 
yourself to give your public comment. 
 
CHAIR BELL:  Okay, well we do have written 
comment from Tom and written comment from 
Phil.  It’s fairly extensive, so I would encourage you 
to read that.  Sorry for the technical issue there.  All 
right, yes Tom, can you get unmuted? 
 
MS. KERNS:  Tom, you click the microphone button 
to turn it from red to green. 
 
MR. TOM LILLY:  Can you hear me? 
 
MS. KERNS:  Now I can hear you. 
 
CHAIR BELL:  Yes, we’ve got you. 
 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

MR. LILLY:  Good morning, delegates, and thank you 
for accommodating a brief public comment here.  
I’m asking you delegates this morning to start a 
process to consider the ecological, social and 
economic consequences of moving the purse seine 
fishing, menhaden purse seine fishing from Virginia 
waters into the U.S. Atlantic Zone, or leaving it as it 
is. 
 
Your ERP studies said that when menhaden are 
overharvested, striped bass suffer the most and 
first.  Isn’t it gross overharvesting in Chesapeake 
Bay occurring when you have the following 
situation?  In Maryland, four straight years of the 
worst young of the year production in history.  In 
other words, a failure of the striped bass spawning 
stock. 
 
You’re not really going to feel this until, you know a 
few years to come, when all the older fish are killed 
off and we don’t have anything to replace them.  In 
Virginia, the NOAA data shows the consequences of 
the overharvesting very clearly.  Striped bass 
charters are down 60 percent.  Striped bass trips by 
anglers are reduced 430,000 trips a year, 430,000 

less trips by Virginians alone; families, friends and 
children. 
 
Almost a half a million in trips lost.  Striped bass 
angler spending is down 150 million dollars a year in 
Virginia, according to the latest numbers.  That is 
150 million dollars a year that Virginia small 
businesses are losing, because of your inaction in 
not preventing the overharvesting of menhaden.  
There have been 2,000 jobs lost in just the striped 
bass fishery alone in Virginia.   
 
I ask you, isn’t this the time to start the process to 
consider the benefits and impacts of moving the 
purse seine fishing into the U.S. Atlantic?  If these 
figures aren’t enough to convince you to do that 
and to do it now, then I have to ask the rhetorical 
question.  What in the heck are you waiting for?  
Please take action right now, today, to start this 
process.  There are a million Marylanders and 
another million Virginians hoping that you do this.  
Thank you. 
 
CHAIR BELL:  All right, thank you, Tom. 
 
MR. LILLY:  Yes, thank you for getting me on.  Thank 
you very much. 
 
CHAIR BELL:  No problem.  Is Phil still with us or not?  
Okay, so we have nobody else.  All right, that 
concludes the agenda.   
 

OTHER BUSINESS 
 

REQUEST UPDATE OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
FISHERY ACTIVITIES IN VIRGINIA 

 
CHAIR BELL:  Under Other Business I have just one 
thought I would like to run by the Board.  You know 
we’ve heard public comment, we just heard some.  
We’ve heard through meeting after meeting, you 
know kind of about the fishery of Virginia and that 
sort of thing.  I just thought maybe it would be 
instructive for the Board.  A lot of us may not be 
familiar with what all is going on in Virginia.  Virginia 
has obviously been doing things and having 
Commission meetings and things. 
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Maybe for the next meeting, we could ask Pat Geer 
of Virginia, to maybe at the time just provide us 
with a little synopsis of what all they’ve had going 
on down there with how they’ve been kind of 
engaged in the fishery, just from their perspective 
of what’s going on, because I couldn’t really tell you 
exactly what is going on in Virginia.   
 
I think that could be something we just by 
consensus just ask the staff to work with Virginia, 
maybe provide us, assuming Virginia is okay with 
that, just maybe provide us some idea of what all is 
going on down there, just give us an update.  Pat, is 
that something that might work? 
 
MR. GEER:  Yes, we would be glad to do it.  I don’t 
think it will be a little synopsis though, it’s been very 
time consuming.  But yes, we would be very happy 
to do it. 
 
CHAIR BELL:  Yes, I just think that would be helpful.  
It would be helpful for me, just to kind of get a 
picture of everything, and that would be for the 
next meeting.  If you have any objection to that, I 
don’t think there would be.  Okay, well can we just 
ask direction to staff to kind of work with Virginia 
and receive that.  Then it would be ready for the 
next meeting.  Then we can kind of have a snapshot 
of what is going on in Virginia.  Okay, cool.   
 

ADJOURNMENT 

CHAIR BELL:  If there are no other items to come 
before the Menhaden Board, we are wow!  We will 
adjourn the Menhaden Board early. 
 

(Whereupon the meeting adjourned at 11:51 a.m. 
on Wednesday, February 1, 2023) 
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          April 11, 2023 
 
Robert E. Beal, Executive Director 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
1050 N. Highland Street, Suite 200 A-N, 
Arlington, VA, 22201 
 
 
Mr. Beal, 
 
Thank you for giving Virginia a chance to elaborate on recent events regarding the Atlantic 
Menhaden fishery in our state. The Virginia Marine Resources Commission (MRC) has 
jurisdiction over all commercial fishing and all marine fish, marine shellfish, marine organisms, 
and habitat from the Commonwealth's territorial sea to the fall line of all tidal rivers and streams 
(Code of Virginia § 28.2-101). Menhaden was the exception, being managed through the General 
Assembly (§§ 28.2-400 – 411) until 2020. This had made it difficult for the MRC to respond to 
certain Atlantic State Marine Fisheries Commission’s mandated management actions. In 
particular, the General Assembly never adopted the Bay Cap of 51,000 mt in Amendment 3 of the 
Atlantic Menhaden Fishery Management Plan (November 2017), even after consecutive attempts 
during the 2018 and 2019 sessions. The reduction fleet exceeded the Bay Cap in 2019 by nearly 
30% and was found out of compliance by ASMFC (October 2019). The Secretary of Commerce 
concurred with ASMFC’s non-compliance finding (Dec 2019) and gave Virginia until June 16, 
2020, to correct the non-compliance issue or face a moratorium on all state menhaden fisheries 
(reduction and bait). During the 2020 session, the Virginia General Assembly proposed numerous 
menhaden bills with SB791 and HB1448 ultimately signed by Governor Northam, effectively 
transferring all management authority of menhaden to the VMRC. The bills also required the 
creation of a Menhaden Management Advisory Committee (MMAC) to “provide guidance to the 
MRC on the sustainable management of the menhaden resource and harvest of the bait and 
reduction fisheries in the waters of the Commonwealth, including the Chesapeake Bay.”  
 
A timeline of all of Virginia’s actions and events since the approval of Amendment 3 are described 
in Attachment 1. This memo will outline Virginia’s activities regarding its menhaden fisheries 
since MRC received management authority in March of 2020.  
 

http://www.mrc.virginia.gov/
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?201+sum+SB791&201+sum+SB791
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?201+sum+HB1448&201+sum+HB1448


Menhaden Management Advisory Committee 
The MMAC is comprised of up to 12 non-legislative citizen members residing in the 
Commonwealth with knowledge of the menhaden resource and are appointed by the MRC 
Commissioner. Seven seats are designated for specific representatives – reduction, bait, labor, 
recreational angler, conservation, sportfish industry, and ASMFC TC rep. The Committee has held 
at least two public meetings per year since April 2020 to discuss and address various concerns. 
Members proposals to date have included: 1) Moving the demarcation line for the Bay from the 
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel to the COLREGS line; 2) Address Commercial/Recreational user 
conflicts in the state waters adjacent to Virginia Beach; 3) Address Commercial safety zone around 
the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel; 4) Hold the commercial menhaden industry responsible for 
fish spills as part of their quota; 5) Prohibit purse seine fishing – 1 mile from shore May 15 through 
September 15 to avoid spills affecting public beaches; and 6) Examine the allocation percentages 
between the three commercial sectors (purse seine reduction, purse seine bait, and non-purse seine 
bait) in the menhaden fishery. The first five proposals did not receive enough support from the 
membership for further consideration. However, a workgroup was formed to discuss and develop 
solutions regarding proposal number 6. By regulation, the annual allocation Virginia receives from 
ASMFC is further separated among the three sectors: purse seine reduction – 90.04%, purse seine 
bait – 8.38%, and non-purse bait – 1.58%, based on historical landings. The bait sectors had been 
meeting their allocated quota earlier each year – creating bait shortages (particularly for crab pots 
and chum) from Delaware to Florida. Regulatory changes that would allow transfers between the 
purse-seine sectors, and with cooperation between the purse-seine sectors, would allow external 
jurisdictions’ to transfer quota to Virginia with the understanding that the purse-seine reduction 
sector would transfer their portions of that external transfer specifically to the purse-seine bait 
sector to alleviate these shortages. The regulation was adopted on a temporary basis in 2022 and 
made permanent in February 2023. 
 
Petition to the Governor 
In June of 2022, local and national fishing and environmental organizations joined with the 
Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership (TRCP) to ask Governor Youngkin to “move 
Omega Protein's boats out of the Bay until the science demonstrates that industrial menhaden 
fishing can be done without negatively affecting the broader Bay ecosystem.” (Attachment 2). That 
petition was provided to Commissioner Green at the MRC’s October 25, 2022, Board meeting (to 
forward to Governor Youngkin) and included 9194 names (50.4% of which were VA residents 
based on zip codes). A similar petition signed by over 2000 residents of the Eastern Shore was 
also provided to Commissioner Green at that time. 
 
Fish Spills:  
Spills from the purse seine fisheries typically occurs when the net snags on a bottom obstruction. 
Once the menhaden school is surrounded and the purse boats start pulling in the lead line, their 
mobility is extremely limited, and they are strongly influenced by the wind and currents. The same 
is true when the mother ship starts pumping the catch into the hold. Vessels sometimes drift into 
shallower waters, snag on the bottom, tear the net, and the catch is released. Since 2018, there have 
been 17 confirm fish spills associated with the purse seine fisheries (3.4 per year, 1.16 spills for 
every 1000 net sets) ranging in size from 5,000 to 300,000 fish. They account for 0.06% of 
Virginia’s total menhaden quota. Prevailing winds and currents conditions may wash fish ashore 
depending on the location. Three spills occurred in July 2022 with fish washing ashore from each 



incident in the same general area on the bayside of Eastern Shore. A non-reported spill began 
washing up on Silver Beach, VA on July 3rd and 4th, and was followed up by another spill on July 
5th, with 19,582 menhaden washing up on the same stretch of beach. On July 25th, a purse seine 
vessel released their nets when they noticed red drum during pump out, resulting in 264 dead red 
drum and 10,000 menhaden washing ashore just to the south at Kiptopeke State Park. The red 
drum sampled by MRC averaged 48” TL with a weigh of 45.6 lbs. The purse seine reduction fleet 
took responsibility for these latter two spills and deployed contractors to clean the beaches and 
nearby waterways. The three spills resulted in a public backlash that involved media, county 
officials, legislators, and the Governor’s office.  
 
Public Interactions 
There has been an increased number of public interactions regarding menhaden over the past 18 
months. These interactions include increased public participation and comment during MRC’s 
monthly Board meetings, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, and correspondence with 
local and state representatives. Many of these interactions have consistently been with just a few 
individuals and/or organizations – some of which have placed an unprecedented burden on staff 
time. Examples include FOIA requests (7 in the past 15 months) needing to be addressed within a 
certain time, individuals sending staff hundreds of pages of information to include in monthly 
Commissioner meeting packets, individuals requesting and provided time on the agenda to present 
proposals during advisory committee meetings – only to not show up for those meetings. Some 
individuals have been disrespectful of the Commissioner, associate commissioners, and the 
regulatory process during meetings, while others have been warned and/or removed by our Law 
Enforcement due to their inappropriate behavior at monthly Board meetings.  
 
Governor’s Response 
MRC staff began working with the Governor’s office in August to develop a response to the 
petitions requesting the removal of the purse seine reduction fleet from the Bay and the fish spills 
that occurred on Eastern Shore. The final response did not completely prohibit the reduction fleet 
from the Bay but instead tried to address safety concerns and fish spills impacts on local 
communities. A series of buffers were recommended. A one nautical mile coastal buffer along 
both the west and east sides of the Bay and Virginia Beach were proposed. The premise was to 
push the purse seine vessels further from shore into deeper water where tearing nets on bottom 
snags was less likely. The increased distance from shore could potentially reduce the chances of a 
spill washing ashore. Based on historical Bay purse seine effort from the Captains Daily Fishing 
Reports (CDFR) (2016-2020), 6.41% of the purse seine Bay effort would be displaced by this 
recommendation. When the Virginia Beach area was included it resulted in 2.63% of the total 
purse effort in state waters being displaced. These buffers did not prohibit purse seines in the Bay, 
they simply redirected that effort beyond one nautical mile from shore. Additionally, a 0.5 nm 
caution buffer was suggested on either side of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel to reduce user 
conflict in heavily trafficked areas and promote overall safety in proximity of the CBBT structure. 
Only 0.38% of total purse seine effort (2016-2022) occurred within this buffer. 
A complete prohibition on menhaden purse seine fishing was also proposed around summer 
holidays. If there was no purse seine effort in the Bay just prior to holidays, there would be no 
spills potentially impacting coastal communities. A closure of 17 days (8.43% of the 2023 Bay 
season) was proposed: four days prior to and including both Memorial and Labor Day and July 1-



7. It was estimated that 6.09% of the historic Bay effort would need to be displaced into the ocean 
with this recommendation.  
 
These proposals were presented to the MMAC and supported by several Virginia’s sportfishing 
organizations as a step in the right direction. However, after hearing the proposal and several hours 
of public comment at the December 6, 2022 Commission meeting, the Board instead voted 5-4 to 
support the development of a memorandum of understanding with the industry agreeing to not fish 
in the Bay the Saturday to Monday Memorial and Labor Day weekends, Saturday and Sunday 
between Memorial Day and labor Day, ½ nm on either side of the CBBT, and to work 
collaboratively with the Governor’s office and General Assembly members to address geographic 
buffers along the densely populated areas of the Eastern Shore of Virginia, in the Chesapeake Bay 
and the Virginia Beach region.  
 
Recent Legislation -2023 
Three menhaden bills were introduced during the 2023 Virginia General Assembly session. 
HB1381 (Anderson) would eliminate time restrictions on regulations. Presently, § 28.2-201 of the 
Code of Virginia only allows MRC to adopt regulations for the management of menhaden between 
October 1 and December 31 unless regulatory action is necessary to address an emergency 
situation or to ensure compliance with the ASMFC Fishery Management Plan for Atlantic 
Menhaden. No other species under MRC’s authority has a similar restriction. The bill was tabled 
in committee. HB1383 (Anderson) was also tabled. It proposed a 2-yr moratorium on menhaden 
reduction fishing in state waters of the Commonwealth while a report is prepared relating to the 
environmental impact of menhaden reduction fishing in the waters of the Commonwealth. Senator 
Lewis introduced SB1388, which initially directed the Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
(VIMS) to study 10 focus areas related to menhaden in the Chesapeake Bay and provide a report 
on the findings to the Chairmen of the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Conservation and Natural 
Resources and the House Committee on Agriculture, Chesapeake and Natural Resources no later 
than December 1, 2024.  Significant modifications to the bill were made in committee, approved 
by both the House and Senate, and approved by the Governor on March 22, 2023. The 
modifications tasked VIMS to develop plans for studying the ecology, fishery impacts, and 
economic importance of menhaden populations in the waters of the Commonwealth and report to 
the same committees by September 1, 2023. 
  
Memorandum of Understanding 
Staff have been working with industry to address fish spills near sensitive areas and have prepared 
a draft document which is scheduled to be signed by all parties (reduction representatives, bait 
representatives, and MRC) by the end of April. If the MOU is signed by all parties, there will be 
several new temporal and spatial restrictions on menhaden purses seines in the Chesapeake Bay. 
This MOU has been developed with the goal to limit future spill incidents and to create a 
transparent and efficient spill response protocol. It intends to reduce user conflict and strengthen 
the stewardship of Virginia’s shared aquatic resources amongst all user groups in the 
Commonwealth. The signatory’s objectives are to collaboratively discuss, examine, and evaluate 
previous spills and the corresponding responses with the goal of ensuring that future response 
coordination is efficient and effective. The intent of the time and area restrictions outlined in the 
MOU are to reduce the possibility of fish spills during weekends and holidays when stakeholders 
are using public beaches. In the event of spills, restrictions will create buffers along densely 

https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?ses=231&typ=bil&val=HB1381&submit=GO
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title28.2/chapter2/section28.2-201/
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?ses=231&typ=bil&val=HB1383&submit=GO
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?231+ful+SB1388


populated shorelines to ensure spills are more likely to be cleaned up before reaching shore. The 
Governor’s office and MRC have stated firmly to the industry that compliance with this agreement 
is imperative and response to any violations may result in stricter regulatory actions. 
 
The Commonwealth has a very open and transparent process for regulating and managing our 
fisheries. The public is welcomed at all our workgroup, advisory committee, and Commission 
meetings and are given ample time to provide comment regarding items on each agenda item as 
well as given a specific time for items not on the agenda. Our Commission members and staff take 
the public’s comments and concerns seriously and try to respond in a timely and responsible 
manner. Additionally, all our meetings are broadcast live on our YouTube channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/@vamarineresources) and archived for the public to watch at their 
convenience.  
 
Again, we thank you for the opportunity to provide this update regarding menhaden issues in the 
Commonwealth. We will be glad to provide any additional information you, your staff, the 
Menhaden Board, or Technical Committee may have on these issues. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Patrick J. Geer 
Chief of Fisheries Management Division 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission 
 
 
 
cc:  Jamie Green, Commissioner 
 Senator Monty Mason, Legislative Commissioner 
 Bryan Plumlee, Governor’s Appointed Commissioner 
 Shanna Madsen, VA Menhaden TC rep 
 Toni Kerns, ASMFC Fisheries Policy Director, Interstate Fisheries Management Program 
 James Boyles, ASMFC Atlantic Menhaden FMP Coordinator 
 
 
  
 
  
 

https://www.youtube.com/@vamarineresources
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Attachment 1 

Timeline of Recent Events Related to Virginia Menhaden Fisheries 

2017 

November 2017: ASMFC approves Amendment 3 to the Atlantic Menhaden FMP reducing the 
Bay Cap from 87,216 mt to 51,000 mt.  

2018 

Jan 10 – Mar 10: Four bills were introduced to the Virginia General Assembly addressing 
menhaden (HB822, HB1610H1, HB1610, and SB214). None make it out of committee. 

2019 

Jan 9 – Feb 24: Three bills were introduced during the Virginia General Assembly addressing 
menhaden (HB1769, SB1046, and SB1049). None make it out of committee. 

February 2019: The ASMFC Atlantic Menhaden Board decides to not find Virginia out of 
compliance for not adopting the Bay Cap under Amendment 3 of the Atlantic Menhaden FMP 
unless the Bay Cap is exceeded.  

September 2019: The Virginia menhaden purse seine reduction fleet exceeds the Bay Cap by 
nearly 30%. MRC notified ASMFC. 

October 2019: The ASMFC Atlantic Menhaden and Interstate Fisheries Management Policy 
Boards both vote unanimously to find Virginia out of compliance for not adopting the terms of 
Amendment 3. 

December 2019: The Secretary of Commerce concurred with this non-compliance finding and 
ordered a moratorium of the Virginia menhaden fisheries effective June 17, 2020. 

2020 

March 12, 2020: SB791 and HB1448 are approved, transferring Atlantic menhaden 
management authority to VMRC, repealing a number of menhaden sections of Administrative 
Code, and establishes the Menhaden Management Advisory Committee (MMAC). The 
Committee shall consist of not more than 12 nonlegislative citizen members who shall be 
residents of the Commonwealth with knowledge of the menhaden resource, to be appointed 
by the Commissioner, including one representative of the menhaden reduction fishery, one 
representative of the menhaden bait fishery, one representative of a labor organization 
involved in the menhaden fishery, one recreational angler, one member of a Virginia-based 
conservation organization, one representative of the sportfishing industry, and the Virginia 
appointee to the Atlantic Menhaden Technical Committee of the Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission. 
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April 20, 2020: First meeting of the Menhaden Management Advisory Panel (held virtually due 
to COVID-19). Bylaws are approved and regulatory language for Chapter 4 VAC 20-1270-10 et 
seq., “Pertaining to Menhaden” is discussed and endorsed related to the transfer of regulatory 
authority of the species from the General Assembly to the VMRC. 

April 28, 2020: The MRC Commission voted unanimously to approve amendments to Chapter 4 
VAC 20-1270-10 et seq., "Pertaining to Atlantic Menhaden," for the VMRC to accept 
management authority from the Virginia's General Assembly, to comply the ASMFC's Atlantic 
Menhaden Fishery Management Plan, and to avoid a statewide moratorium of the fishery 
effective June 17, 2020. The Bay Cap is reduced 29% for 2020 (36,196 mt) to account for the 
overages in 2019. 

May 12, 2020: Secretary of Commerce Ross informs Virginia that the Commonwealth’s 
menhaden fisheries are now in compliance with Amendment 3 of the Atlantic Menhaden 
Fishery Management Plan. 

Nov 17, 2020: The Menhaden Management Advisory Panel meets and establishes a meeting 
schedule of at least twice per year – once prior to the season opening in the spring and in 
November. The committee selects Dr. Rob Latour as the chair and Shanna Madsen as the vice 
chair. Policies and procedures are adopted on how and when members can bring forward items 
to the committee. Members will submit ideas at least 30 days prior to the meeting and staff will 
work with members to collect the necessary information to present to the Committee for 
consideration. Items brought forward at this meeting include: 

1. Move the demarcation line from the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel to the COLREGS 
Line. No action is taken. 

 

2021 

March 31, 2021: The MMAC meets and considers the following:  
1.  Address Commercial/Recreational user conflicts in the state waters adjacent to 

Virginia Beach – Already an informal agreement. No action taken. 
2. Address Commercial safety zone around the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel. No 

action taken. 
 

Nov 9, 2021: The MMAC meets and considers the following: 

1. Proposal to hold the commercial menhaden industry responsible for fish spills as 
part of their quota. No action is taken. 

2. Proposed restriction on purse seine fishing – 1 mile from shore May 15 – Sep 15 to 
avoid spills affecting public beaches. No action is taken. 

3. Examine the allocation percentages between the three commercial sectors (purse 
seine reduction, purse seine bait, and non-purse seine bait) in the menhaden fishery. 
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A workgroup was formed to discuss the matter and come back to the full committee 
with recommendations.  

 

2022 

January 5, 2022: Governor-elect, Glenn Youngkin announces Glenn Wheeler (Former head of 
the EPA) as his Secretary of Natural Resources. 

January 15, 2022. Glenn Youngkin is sworn in as the new governor of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. Steve Bowman, Commissioner of VMRC retires. 

January 20, 2022. Justin Worrell (Deputy Chief of VMRC’s Habitat Management Division) is 
named acting Commissioner of VMRC. 

February 8, 2022: The Virginia Senate tables SNR Wheeler’s confirmation vote 19-21 and he 
steps down from his position effective March 15. Deputy Secretary Travis Voyles becomes 
Acting Secretary of Natural Resources.  

February 22, 2022: The VMRC votes unanimously to approve amendments Chapter 4 VAC 20-
1270-10 et seq., "Pertaining to Atlantic Menhaden", to establish the 2022 Total Allowable Catch 
to the Interstate Fishery Management Plan for Atlantic Menhaden and to establish all 
associated fishery sector allocations in response. 

March 9, 2022. Menhaden Allocation Workgroup Meeting to discuss allocations between the 
sectors, internal, and external transfers. 

April 1, 2022: Staff provide acting Secretary of Natural Resources, Travis Voyles, a synopsis on 
menhaden science and management. 

April 11, 2022: Menhaden Allocation Workgroup Meeting to finalize procedures and regulatory 
changes. 

May 18, 2022: MMAC meeting. Staff provide the recommendations of the Allocation 
Workgroup for consideration. The committee endorses the proposal. 

June 14, 2022: The Virginia Saltwater Sportfishing Association in partnership with the Theodore 
Roosevelt Conservation partnership, state, and national fishing organizations and NGO’s began 
a letter campaign to Governor Glenn Youngkin to move the menhaden reduction fishery out of 
the Chesapeake Bay. 

June 27, 2022: Governor Youngkin appoints Jamie Green to be Commissioner of VMRC. 

June 28, 2022: The VMRC board approved amendments to Chapter 4 VAC 20-1270-10 et seq., 
"Pertaining to Atlantic Menhaden", to establish a temporary reciprocal quota transfer system 
between the purse seine menhaden reduction sector and the purse seine menhaden bait sector 
during the 2022 fishing year. This will allow the purse seine sectors to transfer quota if needed 
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as well as move quota transfers from other jurisdictions  to specific sectors (ie., purse seine 
bait). 

July 4, 2022: Menhaden are reported washing ashore at Silver Beach in Northampton County. 
The fish most likely originate from a spill earlier in the week that was not reported. 

July 5, 2022: Omega Protein notifies MRC that the F/V Fleeton had a net tear at 11:00 am, 0.75 
nm east of Silver Beach. Given the wind and currents they are confident fish will be washing 
ashore and they have notified their contractors. An estimate 19,582 menhaden are removed 
from the beaches by Omega Protein’s contractor HEPACO. Media, residents, local and state 
officials all express concerns with a second spill within a week as well as the dead fish remaining 
in a dumpster onsite for several days due to local landfill restrictions. 

July 25, 2022: Omega Protein notifies MRC that the F/V Fleeton observed a number of red drum 
in their net while pumping fish to the hold 1 nm East of Kiptopeke State Park. The captain 
released the net in hopes the red drum survive. Omega Protein called up their contractors and 
remain on site to clean up both red drum and menhaden from the water and beach for two 
days. Estimates of the spill include 10,000 menhaden (6700 lbs) and 264 red drum (12,000 lbs) 
ranging in size from 42.8” to 53.9” and weighing between 31.8 to 56.2 lbs.  

 July thru September: Members of the general public begin attending the Commission’s 
monthly meetings to voice their concerns over menhaden. During the general public comment 
period for each meeting one person spoke in July, 9 in August, and 15 in September. Requests 
from individuals included a legal response regarding fish spills, banning purse seines from the 
Bay, and concerns on how fish spills economically impact local beach communities.  

August 2022: MRC begins consulting with the Secretary of Natural Resources and the 
Governor’s office regarding menhaden issues to develop a response. 

Sept 12, 2022: MMAC meeting to discuss and endorse Chapter 4 VAC 20-1270-10 et seq, 
“Pertaining to Menhaden” regarding internal purse seine sector transfers. The committee 
endorses the proposal. 

October 25, 2022: At the monthly Commission meeting two petitions are provided requesting 
Governor Youngkin “move Omega Protein's boats out of the Bay until the science demonstrates 
that industrial menhaden fishing can be done without negatively affecting the broader Bay 
ecosystem.” (Attachment 2). The first petition is a national effort headed by Theodore Roosevelt 
Conservation Partnership (TRCP), local and national fishing and environmental organizations and 
included 9194 names (50.4% were VA residents based on zip codes, with 69 duplicates - 43 from 
VA). The second petition is exclusively Eastern Shore, VA residents and contains over 2000 names. 
Nine individuals speak regarding menhaden issues. 

November 28, 2022: The Menhaden Management Advisory Committee meets to hear the 
Governor’s proposal for addressing menhaden fish spills in the Bay by creating temporal and 
spatial restrictions. These actions include: 
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1) A 1 nm buffer around the shoreline of the entire VA portion of the Bay and Virginia 
Beach 

2) A ½ nm buffer on either side of the CBBT to reduce user conflicts.  
3) Prohibiting purse seine fishing in the Bay during summer holidays: Thursday prior to, 

and including Memorial Day, July 1 through July 7, and the Thursday prior to and 
including Labor. This would close the Bay to purse seine fishing a total of 17 days The 
MMAC could not reach consensus on this proposal and felt they needed more time 
to evaluate. 

The agenda allowed for 20 minutes of public comment specifically to address proposals and 
concerns of two individuals. Neither individual shows up for the meeting and neither provide 
notification of their absence in advance. 

Dec 6, 2022: Public Hearing to modify purse seine area and time restrictions. Over 350 in 
attendance. VMRC Staff provide the Governor’s proposed actions. Dr. Latour of VIMS (and Chair 
of the MMAC) address the Board and explain the difficulties assessment scientists have had 
assessing menhaden populations. four hours of public comment from over 100 individuals 
proceeds. The Board did not make a motion on the presented action but instead, offered a 
motion to develop a MOU between the industry, Governor, and General Assembly to address 
geographic buffer along the densely populated areas of the Eastern Shore of Virginia, in the 
Chesapeake Bay and the Virginia Beach region. The industry proposed to not fish in the Bay: 1) 
on July 4th and any federal recognized holiday of that week; and 2) all Saturdays and Sundays 
between Memorial Day and Labor Day. The industry agrees to no fish within ½ nm on either 
side of the CBBT to minimize user conflicts. The Board adopts this measure 5-4. 

 

2023 

Jan 11, 2023: SB1388 is introduced. The initial bill requires VIMS to study the ecology, fishery 
impacts, and economic importance of menhaden populations in the waters of the 
Commonwealth. Ten focus areas are to be considered and findings reported back to the Senate 
Committee on Agriculture, Conservation and Natural Resources and the House Committee on 
Agriculture, Chesapeake and Natural Resources by December 1, 2014. The ten focus areas are: 
1) current season movements of menhaden; 2) the forage needs of current populations of 
piscivorous fish, birds, and marine mammals where menhaden are known to inhabit; 3) the 
effects of climate change on menhaden recruitment and juvenile and adult abundance; 4) the 
evaluation of habitat changes in the Chesapeake Bay, including algal assemblages and the 
duration and volume of hypoxia; 5) the economic importance of menhaden to the 
Commonwealth's coastal communities and businesses, including the blue crab fishery and 
recreational fisheries; 6) the economic impact of fish spills on coastal communities along 
Virginia's Eastern Shore; 7) the by-catch of nontarget species by purse seine nets; 8) the 
evaluation of a potential tagging program for menhaden using the existing Chesapeake Bay 
acoustic array; 9) development of a statistically rigorous fishery observer program for 
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menhaden fisheries that can document catch and by-catch data along with interactions with 
marine mammals, sea turtles, and seabirds; and 10) review the final report of the Atlantic 
States Marine Fisheries Commission titled "Evaluating Alternative Designs for a Combined 
Aerial-hydroacoustic Survey of Atlantic Menhaden Biomass in Chesapeake Bay" and make 
recommendations on its utility for the Virginia portion of the Chesapeake Bay with estimates 
for the necessary funding to implement such an effort. The bill is modified significantly by 
several committees with the amendments approved by the Governor on March 22 requiring 
VIMS to develop plans to study the ecology, fishery impacts, and economic importance of 
menhaden populations in the Commonwealth and include potential methodologies, timelines, 
and costs by September 1, 2023.  

Jan 18: HB1383 which prohibits menhaden reduction fishing in any territorial sea or inland 
waters of the Commonwealth for two years and requires a report relating to the environmental 
impact of menhaden reduction fishing in the territorial sea and inland waters of the 
Commonwealth be submitted to the General Assembly by July 1, 2024 is tabled by the 
House  Agriculture, Chesapeake and Natural Resources Committee (22-Y 0-N). HB1381 which 
removes the restriction preventing the Marine Resources Commission from adopting 
regulations for the management of menhaden outside of the time period between October 1 
and December 31 is also tabled by the  Agriculture, Chesapeake and Natural Resources 
Committee (22-Y 0-N). 

January to the present: Staff work with industry on developing the Memorandum of 
Understanding which will include working with VMRC to develop a joint transparent spill 
response and communications plan to include reporting, logging, and response protocols to 
reported spills and mutually agreed upon temporal and spatial restrictions on all menhaden 
purse seine gear in the Virginia portion of the Chesapeake Bay and adjacent coastal waters. The 
MOU is anticipated to be signed by all parties (reduction, bait, and MRC) by the end of April.  

https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?231+vot+H01V0007+HB1383
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?231+vot+H01V0007+HB1383
https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?231+vot+H01V0007+HB1383
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
For the 2025 ASMFC Atlantic Menhaden 

Ecological Reference Point Benchmark Stock Assessment and Peer-Review 
 

Terms of Reference for Ecological Reference Point Assessment 
 

1. Review and evaluate the fishery-dependent and fishery-independent data used in the Atlantic 
menhaden single-species assessment and the single-species assessments of the other major 
predator and prey species included in the ERP models, and justify inclusion, elimination, or 
modification of those data sets. 

2. Characterize precision and accuracy of additional fishery-dependent and fishery-independent 
data sets, including diet data, used in the ecological reference point models. 

a. Provide descriptions of each data source (e.g., geographic location, sampling 
methodology, potential explanation for outlying or anomalous data) 

b. Describe calculation and potential standardization of abundance indices. 
c. Discuss trends and associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g., standard errors) 
d. Justify inclusion or elimination of available data sources. 
e. Discuss the effects of data strengths and weaknesses (e.g., temporal and spatial scale, 

gear selectivities, ageing accuracy, sample size) on model inputs and outputs. 

3. Develop models used to estimate population parameters (e.g., F, biomass, abundance) of 
Atlantic menhaden that take into account Atlantic menhaden’s role as a forage fish and analyze 
model performance. 

a. Briefly describe history of model usage, its theory and framework, and document 
associated peer-reviewed literature. If using a new model, test using simulated data. 

b. Justify choice of ecological factors (e.g., predator species, other prey species, 
environmental factors) as appropriate for each model 

c. Describe stability of model (e.g., ability to find a stable solution, invert Hessian) 
d. Justify choice of CVs, effective sample sizes, or likelihood weighting schemes as 

appropriate for each model. 
e. Perform sensitivity analyses, model diagnostics, and retrospective analyses as 

appropriate for each model. 
f. Clearly and thoroughly explain model strengths and limitations, including each model’s 

capacity to account for environmental changes 
 

4. Develop methods to determine reference points and total allowable catch for Atlantic 
menhaden that account for Atlantic menhaden’s role as a forage fish. 

 
5. State assumptions made for all population and reference point models and explain the likely 

effects of assumption violations on synthesis of input data and model outputs. 

6. Characterize uncertainty of model estimates and reference points. 

7. Evaluate stock status for Atlantic menhaden from recommended model(s) as related to the 
respective reference points (if available). 

8. Compare trends in population parameters and reference points among proposed modeling 
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approaches, including the results of the single-species benchmark assessment. If outcomes 
differ, discuss potential causes of observed discrepancies. 

9. If a minority report has been filed, explain majority reasoning against adopting approach 
suggested in that report. The minority report should explain reasoning against adopting 
approach suggested by the majority. 

10. Develop detailed short and long-term prioritized lists of recommendations for future research, 
data collection, and assessment methodology. Highlight improvements to be made by next 
benchmark review. 

11. Recommend timing of next benchmark assessment and intermediate updates, if necessary 
relative to biology and current management of the species. 

 
Terms of Reference for Ecological Reference Point External Peer Review 

 
1. Evaluate the justification for the inclusion, elimination, or modification of data from the Atlantic 

menhaden single-species assessment and the single-species assessments of the other major 
predator and prey species included in the ERP models. 

2. Evaluate the thoroughness of data collection and the presentation and treatment of additional 
fishery-dependent and fishery-independent data sets in the assessment, including but not 
limited to: 

a. Presentation of data source variance (e.g., standard errors). 
b. Justification for inclusion or elimination of available data sources, 
c. Consideration of data strengths and weaknesses (e.g., temporal and spatial scale, gear 

selectivities, aging accuracy, sample size), 
d. Calculation and/or standardization of abundance indices. 

3. Evaluate the methods and models used to estimate Atlantic menhaden population parameters 
(e.g., F, biomass, abundance) that take into account Atlantic menhaden’s role as a forage fish, 
including but not limited to: 

a. Evaluate the choice and justification of the recommended model(s). Was the most 
appropriate model (or model averaging approach) chosen given available data and life 
history of the species? 

b. If multiple models were considered, evaluate the analysts’ explanation of any 
differences in results. 

c. Evaluate model parameterization and specification as appropriate for each model (e.g., 
choice of CVs, effective sample sizes, likelihood weighting schemes, 
calculation/specification of M, stock-recruitment relationship, choice of time-varying 
parameters, choice of ecological factors). 

4. Evaluate the methods used to estimate reference points and total allowable catch. 

5. Evaluate the diagnostic analyses performed as appropriate to each model, including but not 
limited to: 

d. Sensitivity analyses to determine model stability and potential consequences of major 
model assumptions 

e. Retrospective analysis 
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6. Evaluate the methods used to characterize uncertainty in estimated parameters. Ensure that the 
implications of uncertainty in technical conclusions are clearly stated. 

 
7. If a minority report has been filed, review minority opinion and any associated analyses. If 

possible, make recommendation on current or future use of alternative assessment approach 
presented in minority report. 

8. Recommend best estimates of stock biomass, abundance, exploitation, and stock status of 
Atlantic menhaden from the assessment for use in management, if possible, or specify 
alternative estimation methods. 

9. Review the research, data collection, and assessment methodology recommendations provided 
by the TC and make any additional recommendations warranted. Clearly prioritize the activities 
needed to inform and maintain the current assessment, and provide recommendations to 
improve the reliability of future assessments. 

10. Recommend timing of the next benchmark assessment and updates, if necessary, relative to the 
life history and current management of the species. 

11. Prepare a peer review panel terms of reference and advisory report summarizing the panel’s 
evaluation of the stock assessment and addressing each peer review term of reference. Develop 
a list of tasks to be completed following the workshop. Complete and submit the report within 4 
weeks of workshop conclusion. 
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Tina Berger

From: Tom Lilly <foragematters@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 6, 2023 9:50 AM
To: Tina Berger; Robert Beal; James Boyle; Mel Bell
Subject: [External]  Fwd: Revised Comment for Menhaden Board May 1st
Attachments: YOY DNR.pdf; Watts-Northam.pdf; Caucus- Noah B..pdf; PHIL PAPER.pdf; ERP Press.pdf; Canary 

story.pdf; Ricmond news article.pdf

 

Tina    This is a revised comment for the Menhaden Board meeting May 1st 
.....Please  advise receipt.  ( for omitted scans please contact sender) Thanks   
 
         Our striped bass spawning stock in Chesapeake Bay has been in a crisis of 
reproductive failure for four years.(n.1) Our bay ospreys have suffered a similar fate 
(2.) The long awaited ERP conclusions state unequivocally the cause and effect 
between menhaden overharvesting and striped bass problems. They conclude striped 
bass were the most "sensitive" species to menhaden harvests and call the striped bass 
stock the "canary in the coal mine" (3.) yet the menhaden board did the unthinkable 
and increased the VA quota by 22,000 tons and left the so called " bay cap" as is.  
          I believe the menhaden board is aware that the collapse of the striped bass 
fishery in the bay over the last 10 years is the fulfillment of all the "negative 
consequences" your own consultant Dr Jacques Maguire predicted in 2009. He said to 
prevent these "consequences" the Commission had to act to zone the factory fishing 
away from the conflict with bay wildlife and fishermen.(n.4) But menhaden board still 
has not acted. They still can fix this by just moving that one foreign fishing company 
out of Chesapeake bay or better yet just three miles further into the US Atlantic zone. 
Your  Director has described bay fish and wildlife as needing " Protective" action 
because they are in such poor condition (n.4) Every Atlantic state, including Maryland 
(except Virginia) has acted to protect its wildlife and fishermen by outlawing factory 
fishing in their state, leaving only Virginia and Maryland to suffer the consequences of 
the intense factory fishing in Virginia. 
          The negative effects in Maryland include a 48% decline in charter trips, a 70% 
decline in striped bass fishing, a 90% decline in bluefish and a 95% decline in trout. 
This is impacting 10,700 jobs in MD directly related to striped bass fishing. (n.5) The 
poor fishing is affecting the fun and results of the eight million days Marylanders fish in 
salt water a year ( 2016 ), about 480,000 days by children. Kids all over the bay are 
missing out because their parents have quit fishing. (n.6) 
           In Virginia declines in striped bass fishing have caused a loss of 1200 striped 
bass related jobs, a decline of $150 million in striped bass angler spending a year at 
Virginia small businesses and a shocking reduction in fishing for striped bass by 
650,000 days a year (36,000 days fewer fishing by children) and striped bass landings 
have fallen 80% (n. 7) 
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           For the last two years there have been efforts by individuals and organizations 
in Virginia and Maryland directed to the Virginia Legislature, the VMRC and then 
Governor Northam and now Governor Youngkin asking for action on the net 
snag/bycatch problem and for the factory fishing to be moved out of Chesapeake bay 
or out of Virginia into the US Atlantic zone.  Governor Northam received a letter from 
Dr Bryan Watts about wide spread osprey nesting failures in the bay due to menhaden 
overharvesting. (n.2) Steve Bowman and the VMRC received a letter from the 
Maryland Legislative Sportsmen's Caucus with scientific opinion that the factory fishing 
should be moved into the US Atlantic zone and why. ( n.9) Governor Youngkin 
received a petition with over 10,000 signatures and a letter from Theodore Roosevelt 
Partnership endorsed by eleven other groups including ASA, CCA, NMMA, MRAA 
,AAF, IGFA, Bonefish/tarpon Trust, Guy Harvey Foundation ,Izaak Walton League and 
the VSSA and ten other state wide fishing groups. By representation these groups 
represent over a million voters in Maryland, 400,000 saltwater fishermen in Maryland 
and Virginia, about 400 marine fishing /businesses in each state and about 500 
marinas are involved  
         There have also been efforts by Marylanders to have the Commission take action 
to protect Maryland by moving the factory fishing into the Atlantic Ocean which would 
prevent the factory fishing from catching thousands of menhaden schools just as they 
were trying to migrate to Maryland to feed our wildlife. This would prevent the bycatch 
of an unknown number of spawning striped bass and redfish etc. ( see Richmond 
Times op ed) These efforts have been supported by MD charter captains, the 
Sportsmen's caucus, Shore Rivers organizations  3,000 members, MD Sierra Club's 
70,000 members and ten state wide fishing clubs that represent at least 400,000 
saltwater fisherman The NMMA that signed the TRCP petition has hundreds of marine 
related business in Maryland that are dependent on fishing success. Maryland 
fishermen, children and grandchildren spent over eight million days saltwater fishing a 
year according. to the last NOAA data. The fishing success has declined by at least 
60%, much more in many areas. 
            Based on this can you advise if the Virginia MRC is going to report on whether 
the Virginia Governor and the VMRC have replied to these requests for action by 
millions of people, at least 500,000 saltwater anglers, thousands of businesses, charter 
captains and many respected conservation organizations ? 
            There is another thing here. We know who supports moving the factory fishing 
out of the bay or into the US Atlantic and why, but we do not know who is against it and 
why. Please ask the VMRC to report to the board how many people and organizations 
in Virginia and Maryland they are aware of that are against moving the industrial fishing 
into the ocean. The VMRC and the ASMFC menhaden board have several obvious 
qualitative options to control the intense factory fishing. Some of these are a reduction 
in the bay cap, delaying the season in Virginia to allow the forage base to rebuild and 
prohibiting this fishing in Chesapeake Bay or requiring it only be in the US Atlantic 
zone.  
            Please start a process to consider these options without more delay.   Thank 
you   Tom Lilly   Whitehaven,  MD 













































From: Debbie Campbell
To: James Boyle; tberger@asmfc
Cc: rbeale@asmfc.org
Subject: [External] Comments for consideration, inclusion in the board briefing materials, and the record for the May 1

Menhaden meetingmeeting
Date: Saturday, April 15, 2023 6:22:10 PM

Mr. Boyle and Ms. Berger,

The matter before you is one of critical importance. As a resident of both Maryland and VA my family and I suffer
mightily under a scenario that is choosing the interests and greed of a foreign- owned industrial company over the
sustainability of the Chesapeake, and the preservation of our right to protection of our shores, our love for fishing,
and viability of locally owned small businesses .
As you know, in 2022 there was much news about the abuse of our fishery, the bay, and our rural Eastern Shore
communities.
There was economic loss for my neighbors who have vacation rentals, local restaurants, and stores like Puppy Drum
Market (owned by my neighbors). There was also tremendous loss of revenue to the state for fishing licenses as the
stock of stripers  has collapsed, not to mention loss of income for our local sporting goods stores and small motels.
And, the loss of time with our families while we traveled across the bridge for meetings and compiled teams of
documentation.
Then, there is the immeasurable loss of joy because of not being able to take our children and grandchildren fishing
or swimming.
I’ve seen the menhaden, stripers, and Osprey vanish right before my eyes over the past 10 years. I’ve seen the
schools of menhaden dwindle I’ve the past 10 years. Spotting even a small school from the top of the bank has
become unusual. The abundance of the past is gone.
The fish kills/spills have had tourists leaving early, and others cancelling reservations. The stench was nauseating,
including during our memorial service for Silver Beach loved ones we’ve lost over the years.
The by-catch is obscene, including the 12,000lbs of dead, mature, breeding red drum that littered Kiptopeake State
Park Beach, causing the beach to be closed. Our YMCA was temporarily closed as well. Then, there were the
numerous spills at Silver Beach where my neighbors and I live. It was stomach turning to see children dodging dead
fish as they tried to swim, and to have me and my neighbors scooping decaying carcuses from the beach into every
container we could find. Some neighbors became ill and suspected the dead fish had something to do with it. Last
year (2020) was the pinnacle of the abuse our community has suffered at the hands of this lawless industry. I can
point to the written exchanges between Commissioner Bowman and Mr. Diehl about  exceeding the catch limit, to
the unauthorized placement of a dumpster of oozing, rotting fish at our local public wharf (Willis Wharf) following
a Silver Beach cleanup by HEPACO.
The thought of the stench and rot is repulsive and I couldn’t bear to be on the beach or swim in the bay after the
2022 events.
Then, there are the protected aquatic grasses that are being ripped up as the nets drag the bottom. The nets dragging
the bottom is proved by VMRC’s own reports, not to mention simple mathematical observation of the depth of the
Bay and the vertical drop of the giant nets that are designed to suspend several feel above the sea floor. That bottom
scraping, arguably dredging, is another big blow to the sustainability of the Chesapeake. In my experience, no
agencies or regulators have been willing to impose serious consequences for this or any other bad behavior by the
reduction industry over a period of many years (also supported by the many incident reports). My neighbors and I
feel like we don’t stand a chance. It is a shameful way to treat residents and natural resources.
Michael Academia’s prize-winning study of Ospreys provides scientific research that stripers and Osprey are
victims of the industrial reduction fishing. All of this devastation and suffering is completely unnecessary and
preventable by not allowing sets unless proper distance between the bottom of the net and bay floor are established
and STRICTLY enforced with strong penalties in place. We all know they’re setting those gigantic nets in less than
20’ of water. All can be cured by moving these operations offshore in deep water (out of state waters and East of the
line for the EEZ, not the silly arbitrary line that was drawn by the CBBT and acts as a funnel to catch everything
coming and going during migratory/spawning times)....That will solve most of bycatch problems and keep protected
and precious bay grasses from being ripped fro the bottom.
Our spawning fish are in those schools that will be targeted relentlessly starting on May 1st,  and will probably be
killed by the tens of thousands. Has the technical committee investigated and determined how to eliminate snags and
bycatch? If not, why not? If so, what is being mandated and strictly enforced with MEANINGFUL penalties? Put

mailto:debbiescampbell@icloud.com
mailto:JBoyle@asmfc.org
mailto:tberger@asmfc
mailto:rbeale@asmfc.org


this in effect this season.  ASMFC must act because VA refuses to.  
I am including incident reports presented as part of a binder of research in 2022, as well as various photos and
documents. Please afford me, my neighbors, and the Chesapeake the respect of studying them carefully.

Photos will be provided separately.

Depending on you!
Debbie Campbell
410-860-0893
757-442-2603

Please include this material in the briefing book and public record for the 5/1/23 meeting.



From: Debbie Campbell <debbiescampbell@icloud.com>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 10:13 PM 
To: James Boyle <JBoyle@asmfc.org>; tberger@asmfc 
Cc: rbeale@asmfc.org 
Subject: [External] Re: Comments for consideration, inclusion in the board briefing materials, and the 
record for the May 1 Menhaden meetingmeeting 
 
3  of 3 
Please forgive that I have had to send 4 separate emails ( letter & 3 emails for attachments) to get my materials to 
you. I’m traveling for work and doing this from my phone. Here are the last attachments. I trust that you’ll print 
these for the member’s briefing books. 
Kind regards. 
Debbie 

 
 
Dead drum, menhaden, and ripped up bay grass. Kiptopeake 



 
 
Dead red drum. Kiptopeake 



 
 
Base of steps leading to Silver Beach’s community beach. 



 
 
Dead, rotting dead fish at Silver Beach. 
 
I am happy to share additional photos and videos, copies of the petition presented by Christi Medice (Silver Beach 
neighbor, and answer any questions you may have. 
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